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Kenyon Celebrates Women's Month

News Briefs
'

Soviets

I

Oust Officials

electorate has dealt
The Soviet
"mortifying blow" (New York Times)
many of its elected officials. The results

a

to
of

open nationwide soviet elections
show that the Mayor and second
ranking communist official in
highest
Moscow have been ousted from their positions in favor of officials promising more
rapid change. With them go many others, including the Estonian KGB chief and the
Commander of the Soviet troops in East Gerstill leave the Commany. The elections
munist Party firmly in charge, but put candidates more sympathetic to Gorbachev's
reforms in positions of power. Many leaders
that were the only candidates for their offices
were also defeated; voters scratched out their
names on the ballots, leaving the paper
the most

since 1917

blank.

Baker

of State James Baker said Tuesday that the
Bush administration was
"cautiously" formulating a proposal to seek a
discussion with the Soviet Union about a new
political arrangement for eastern Europe.
The

arrangement would have Moscow loosen
its hold on the region in exchange for a promise from the western powers not to exploit
the new environment
in a way that would
threaten the Soviet Union. "I think it is a
onhy consideration because it is a novel approach" Baker said, adding that the plan is
"broadly gauged in its features." The plan
as originally proposed by Henry Kissinger.
The plan will be part of Baker's overall
strategic policy review, which will be completed in May.

on

In past years Kenyon College has focused

attention on issues pertaining to women with
annual Women's Week activities. This year,
for the first time, Kenyon is expanding its activities by establishing Women's Month,
from Monday, March 20, through Thursday,
April 20. The expanded format, says Kathryn
L. Edwards, associate professor of biology at
the College and coordinator of Women's
Month, will give "more prestige and more of
a focus" to women's events on campus.
The month, which is currently in progress,
is featuring a broad range of activities addressing

Murders Blamed
Drugs

standards and the curriculum and reports to
College Provost Reed S. Browning.
"We are pleased to bring someone with
such manifest administrative and teaching
abilities as Anne Ponder to the Kenyon

Officials and experts in the city

structure or crime gangs; leaving a vacuum
for waring
independent crack dealers. The

the opinion holds, are killing themes and others off in the struggle to
Monopolize territory.

al

Viking-Pengui-

n)

staff," Jordan said. "She will work closely
with Provost Browning, faculty members and
students to maintain the high quality of
academic life at the College."
Ponder has served for the past year as acting academic dean at Guilford College in
Greensboro, North Carolina. For the two
years prior to that, she was associate
academic dean, director of the Piedmont Independent College's Association Summer
School and associate professor of English
and interdisciplinary studies at Guilford. She

G.E.C. Gives Varied Course Offerings
The Gambier Experimental College has
recently released its course catalog and is
again offering a chance for students to
forget if only briefly how seriously Kenyon takes itself.
Susan Chong, one of the four coordinators
this year, notes that the G.E.C. provides an
opportunity for students to learn about
something in an environment free from stress
while also providing something fun and interesting to do in the space after spring

que

of pinning the blame for the jump
on any one
factor, but popular opinion holds
'hat the city has had no organized crimes

video

Anne Ponder has been named academic
dean at Kenyon College, President Philip H.
Jordan Jr. announced during vacation. The
appointment concludes a national search for
the academic dean, who oversees academic

to 1989,
of the country.
fre wary

including

By Tom Stamp

break.

Washington DC
percent from 1988
making that city the murder capital

issues,

ing, and a literary reading, and last Thursday
Prof. Slonczewski gave a talk on her book A
door Into Ocean, a science fiction novel,
about a matriarchical planet in a patriar-chicsociety. Slonczewski talked about the
underlying theme of gender in her book, and
the awareness she gained writing it.
Today the video One Fine Day is scheduled
to be replayed, along with Guilty Madonnas,
a piece about the pros and cons of being a
working mother. At noon today a lecture entitled "Car Care for Klutzes" will be given in -Olin Auditorium. Chris Cozad, who works
for Alternative Car Care in Columbus, will
sign up participants at the lecture for a car
care workshop on Saturday.
Future events include two poetry readings,
by such noteable figures as Elizabeth Spires
(author of Annoncide from
and Sharon Olds (author of the award winning The Living and the Dead). Along with

these events will be the showing of the film
Small Happiness (about families in China), a
recital by Cynthia R. Coleman, a sing-i- n by
the Owl Creek Singers, several talks on
everything from getting information about
women in the library to financial freedom for
women, a lecture on "AIDS: The Lesbian
Feminist Connection" (by Rhonda Rivera,
director of legal writing programs at OSU)
and a show by comedienne Claire Berger
(formally of Second City) which will conclude the month's events.
In addition to these events, throughout the
month an exhibit of women's art from the
community will be on display in the Shields
Science Reading Room of Chalmers Library.
The exhibit will be open Monday, March 20,
through Friday, April 28, from 8:30 a.m. to
midnight, Monday through Saturday, and
9:30 am until midnight on Sundays.

Kenyon Names Academic Dean Following Search

The homicide rate in
jumped an alarming 55.1

dealers,

women's

presentations, lectures, readings, workshops
and musical events. The month roughly corresponds to National Women's Month. However, it has been expanded here to make up
for spring break.
The month's activities have also included a
film on the portrayal of women in advertis

to Propose Plan

Secretary

DC
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as an organization, is not unithe academic arena. Many colleges,
such as O.S.U., Denison and Cornell, also
offer alternatives to the regular academic
schedule in the form of "experimental"
educational opportunities.
The 17 courses in this year's handbook
range from Yauncey and Juanita Newman's
course on ice cream making to Thomas B.
Greenslade's course on the history of Kenyon
and Gambier. Although some courses like
The

in

G.E.C,

Newman's may be "standards" in the G.E.C.
catalog, there are also many new courses being given this year.
Mollie Curry's course, "An Intro to Deep
Ecology and Green Politics: More than Just
Environmentalism," is a good example. The
course came out of her interest in sharing
with others the political ideas that, while not
receiving much attention in the United
States, are fairly prominent in the rest of the
world. Curry snotes that the G.E.C. is the
ideal place to do this because it allows a more
formal education that a simple discussion between friends while being more relaxed than a

classroom.
Another course new to G.E.C. is entitled
"Relationships." The course, coordinated by
Kathie Brown with help from Roseann
Hayes, came about through conversations
between Brown and Hayes. The course is
outreach prodesigned as part of an
by the Health Center and
gram
see G.E.C. page eight
on-goin-

co-sponso-

g

currently serves as president of the National
Collegiate Honors Council, a professional
association of colleges and universities with
honors programs.
From 1977 to 1986, Ponder was an
associate professor of English and comunica-tion- s
at Elon College in North Carolina,
where she also directed the honors program.
While at Elon, she won the College's annual
teaching award for 1982-8- 3
and was named
the outstanding faculty member for 1977-7Ponder earned her bachelor's, master's and
doctoral degrees at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. The author of a
8.

dissertation

on American
page eight

detective

fiction
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Students Recognize
Plight of Homeless
By Chris Hammett
pastoral setting of KenIn the small-towyon College, it is easy to ignore the problems
that exist outside, in what students here are
fond of calling "the real world." In order to
prevent this lack of concern from becoming
entrenched, an informal organization of students is holding its second annual Homeless-nes- s
Awareness Week.
From Sunday, March 26, until Sunday,
April 2, the students will bring homelessness
to the attention of the community by living in
makeshift tents on the lawn just inside the
College gates. According to Robert A. Barr,
a 1988 Kenyon graduate who is helping coordinate the group's activities, living by the
campus' main path is primarily a visual sym- n,

red

see
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Considering Two Approaches to the Issue of Date Rap 3
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;
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miscom-munkatio-
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The sexual assault of a woman by an acquaintance, commonly referred to as Ja;
is a problem of enormous proportion that s only slowlj; being recognized. Kenyrr.
College is not immune to this cnsisL;::-:;iiIt must first be stressed that this editorial in no way condones date rape. If a m
coerces a woman into sexual intercourse, that is a felonious assault for which he alone
bears responsibility. He must face the fullest penalties of the law for this crime.
Unfortunately, within Our society the1 burden of prevention falls mostly on th:
women are victims, they have no choice but to ta;
shoulders of women.
responsibility for their own protection. jThe pain suffered by a victim of this type f
crime is not lessened by her guiltlessness in its perpetration.
'Win a perfect world,5 women would be able to engage in any type of activity, in
situation, with a man and still be able to. say "no" to sexual intercourse without fear.;-repercussions or rape. For example", a woman should be able to meet someone at a pan?
and invites him back, to her residence without fear of being sexually assaults
d
neighborhood v;;-However, one would be foolish to walk through a
a burgeoning wallet; The consequences of this action are easily predicted. Until
society matures, women must accept their situation as being somewhat similar.
Iff The point is not to advocate fear or militant animosity toward males, it is to advoca-caution. A woman must accept that date rape is extremely prevalent and act accord;,
ty. A woman must realize that she alone is responsible for her actions and her jud
ment. Most women who plan an evening of drinking, have the foresight to find
means of transportation. Women should exercise the same precaution in considers;

'rape,

5

-;

:-

Ik-caus- e

-

.

.

.-

--

Mom

;

of the (roubles which occur in sexual relations begin yith mtsu.nderstandmgs. j
On one side mere is the naive belief that because a woman dresses a certain way, is intoxicated, Or invites a mat! to her room, this woman is interested in having sexual intercourse. The woman in question' Could in fact be interested in a brief liaison without mby
no
can
sexual
interests
tercourse, in pleasant conversation, or in an escort; their
I means be generalized, it is equally important however, that a woman, who requests to ;
tbe walked home or is intoxicated, be conscious of the potential reactions: It is essentia!
that boih parties communicate clearly with one another, but moie importantly, that
they respect each other. If people try to predict other's reactions to them ar.d mean exactly what they say. many damaging; situations can be avoided. As far as
neither individual is exclusively to blame; responsibility is mutual.
More important than avoiding misunderstandings is creating standards; of communication, if a woman says 'No,' it is rape. If there K even a shade of doubt, a
possibility that a man is violating a woman's body," "miscommunicatfcm" is sot a rationale. After a woman says "no," no matter what the agressor may think or want to
think), he has violated another's privacy in the crudest, most damaging way possible, if
a woman says 'yes,' no rape has occured. Women must be precise and direct in com- mtmkating their desires. They must assert themselves by saying "no" and not backing
down. Men, on the other hand, must stop thinking of sexual intercourse as she goal of
ff;

,

an--

;

:

crime-Infeste-

;

e

g-

The solution to the problem of daie rape is not to avoid getting into potentially
dangerous situations any more than it is to avoid wearing certain clothes or abstaining
from alcohol. This implies that people who fear date rape shouidact in ways which are
thought of as "safe" in complacency wish a warped sense of communication. When
Psoctety changes enough to allow for these people to behave as they wish without sending
out a "signal," they can do so without the risk of being sexually violated.. However,
;
society can only change if people make it change; society will not change itself.
On average, there are 4.5 date rape on campus every four years. Nation wide, rape is
the most unieported violent crime, making the exact number of date rapes at Ken yon in
nil likelihood substantially higher than 45. This means at least 1 1 date rapes a year take
place at the College. Date rape is one of the most pressing and least discussed issues on
the campus, and deserves consideration by every member of the community.
S-

-

;

;

their company and the course of events.
.: Until society becomes more aware of this criminal act and begins to educate, preve
and punish its occurrence, women have no choice but to acknowledge its extsicn,:
Women must be aware of their situation. After the assault has been committed, noil:::-- ,
serves to erase the pain.
it mw! by members

,

the editnriul hain't.

;

;":

THE READERS WRITE
The Kenyon Collegian encourages tetters to the Editor. All submissions must be sicrv;
typed, double spaced. The Editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintain;-"
original intent of the submission.

'

;

;
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Written by members

of the editorial

board. :Ti

'ffje Kenyon Collegian
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New Weaver Angers Students
To the Editor:
We are upset and angered by the recent
renovation of Weaver Cottage. Formerly, a
very versatile space, easily accessible and
practical for students use, it is now only appropriate for the most gentile, pompous, and
official affairs.
Already without adequate student space
for social functions, we are distressed to see
one of our few such facilities taken from us
for all practical purposes. We have heard of
no plans for the construction of any suitable
replacement for Weaver Cottage.
There seems to be a consensus developing
d
on campus that social life has been
on fraternity oriented events, parties, etc. Given that Weaver Cottage was so
often used for independent functions, restric
over-focuse-

ting its use now, runs contrary to this emerging consensus.
We had heard of the plans for the renovation of Weaver Cottage, but had not anticipated such a dramatic change in its
character. Peirce Lounge would have been a
better place for renovation. It is centrally
located and has always been used for very
formal occasions.
At this point, there is very little that can be
done about Weaver Cottage itself. Perhaps
Kenyon ought to create an appropriate alternative more responsive to student social
events.
Sincerely,
Kate Kolstad
Anil Mammen
Susan Olsen

;

:

Kenyon Students Help Homeless
To the Editor:
This letter is to inform the community of
the Homelessness Week currently being held
from March 26 to April . There are students
camping out on the chapel lawn in a "shanty-town- "
in order to bring homelessness to the
attention of this campus. We wish to invite
anyone who wishes to do so to participate,
and in this letter to share some of the objectives and philosophy of the week. The
primary objective is to create awareness
about homelessness; we wish to raise the consciousness of the community, but also to
raise the participants awareness. Our goal is
to attempt to replicate the experience of
homelessness, not to reproduce exactly its
conditions. By camping out, we are trying to
create a visual example for others, and to experience a certain amount of deprivation.
We, obviously, as Kenyon students, always
have the option of returning to our comfortable rooms, an option which homeless people do not have.
We are fundraising on middle-patsoliciting donations for local shelters, and
abstaining from eating at ARA (they have
agreed to donate money to the Interchurch
pantry for every student who does not eat at
the food service.) In addition, we have a canned food and clothing drive so that those
who do not contribute monetarily will have
other outlets. Also, we are providing information on various local volunteering opportunities, so that there are opportunities to
contribute in ways which could possibly be
1

h,

longer-lastin-

g

Last year there was a certain amount
criticism leveled at some of the panhani
techniques used by participants of the Clout. We wish to state that we do not endc:
any unduly aggressive behavior on the pan
the
However, apparently sc
students found our mere presence offer.;
we cannot accept that criticism as valid.
part of our goal of consciousness raising
create a vivid example of the plight
homeless people, for there are millions
people who are forced to rely on the char
of others to survive. We wish to ere;
awareness of this at Kenyon, realizing tha:
times the process of doisng so may be pi
ful. We do not wish to cause undue guilt
resentment, just to cause reflection on one
America's greatest social problems.
Another objective of this week is to p'
vide educational opportunities for people
learn about homelessness, both in object
and subjective ways. For instance, we wit'
bringing speakers on the subject to Kenye
as well showing movies (including a vide
tape created by Kenyon students docume'
ing the situation of homeless people in
fund-raiser-

s.

I:

C

umbus.)
We wish to extend an invitation
everyone (including faculty, staff, Gairi

community, etc.) to participate in this
to whatever extent you are willing or aJ
Everyone is welcome to join the campout
to attend the educational events, or both
'

Joy Eckstine
Jay Ritchlin

than monetary contributions.
She never got there.
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Searle Argues: Artificial Intelligence Is An Oxymoron
by Mary Clayton Coleman

technology, he views it as a viable instrument
for the study of the human mind.
It is the concept of strong artificial intelligence that he sees. as unrealistic. Advocators of strong AI believe that through
perfection of computer programming, human
intelligence can be duplicated. Searle re- -'
futes this by utilizing a metaphor for the
computer.
He described in detail what he calls the
"Chinese room." The comparison works to
disprove the idea that computers can be programmed to understand language. Imagine a
man in a room with nothing but boxes of
symbols. The symbols happen to be Chinese
characters. The man does not speak Chinese,
but he is given a complex set of rules with
which to manipulate the symbols. Imitating a
program designed by Roger-Shan- k
at Yale in
which a computer can be programmed to correctly respond to questions in stories when
the answers are not explicitly stated, the man
in the room is given a story in Chinese. He
cannot read the characters, but using the
specific steps stated in the rules he received he
is able to accurately reply to questions in
Chinese concerning the story. To a spectator
outside the room it looks as if the man inside
does indeed understand the language. He
does not. He can do nothing but use formal
symbols in virtue of their syntactical structure. The semantical meaning of the characters is completely missed.
Searle also illustrated his belief in the form
of a straightforward argument. Computer
programs, no matter how sophisticated, are
formal rules which utilize syntax, not semantics. Minds have contexts or semantic content.
Syntax does not equal semantics, therefore
programs alone are not equivalent to minds.
Thus, the claim of strong artificial in

announcement in Newscope,
"Minds, Brains, and Computers"
seemed harmless enough. It looked to be just
another response to the noticeable rise in the
use of word processors on campus, one man's
view concerning the relationship between the
human mind of a liberal arts student and the
machines whose production their father's administrate. Judging from the title, it might
have been one more academician's justification of his apprehension about the advanceConsidering
ment of artificial intelligence.
the college at which it took place, this lecture
may have looked to the innocent observer to
be the humanities reaction to technology.
John Searle's address fit loosely into all of
these classifications, but they in no way do
justice. The evening of
his presentation
March 22 at 8:00 p.m. to an audience spilling
onto the stairs of the Biology Auditorium,
k
timeless issues were considered. With
delivery, in a voice slightly reminiscent of Howard Cosell, Searle probed deeply
into the waters of human existence. He spoke
not only on the role of computers in the
modern world, but also extensively discussed
Based on its

the lecture

tongue-in-chee-

the recurring

problem of dualism.

a Professor of Philosophy at the
University of California, Berkeley. He received his doctorate at Oxford which he attended
as a Rhodes scholar after completing his
junior year of undergraduate study. Since
that time he has written five books and over
80 articles on the philosophy of language
and
the mind. He was invited
by the Kenyon
faculty to speak about his controversial opinion concerning artificial intelligence. Not to
be confused with unrealistic critics who see
only the negative repercussions of computer
Searle is

telligence, that by designing programs minds
can be created, is false.
This seemingly infallible presentation of a
simple metaphor has been refuted countless
times. Over 100 articles have been written in
opposition to it. Many argue that although
the program itself does not, in terms of his
etaphor, understand Chinese, the combination of the whole system does comprehend it.
Logically enough, Searle said that even if the
man in the room could digest all the boxes of
symbols and memorize the rules he was
given, in short, encompass all the information he had available, he still woudl have
nothing than more than a syntactical grasp
on the language. Again reiterating the core of
his view, semantics do not follow from pure
syntax.
Searle's theoretical definition of the mind
as having context, or comprehension of more
than symbols, and his claim that the human
mind cannot be duplicated with a compilation of complex formal processes raises questions among those who agree as well as
disagree with his opinion of artificial intelligence. What exactly does he perceive the
mind to be in relation to the brain, or the
organic whole of which it is a part? In his
words, "The brain is an organ. It is a part of
the wet smelly world of bodies."
Surprisingly enough, considering his separation of the potential power of the mind
versus the limited realm of progress possible
for computers, his does not accept a dualistic
explanation of the mind and the body. He
does not view mental as implying not physical
or vice versa. As he painstakingly explained,
the mind is a result of, but not disconnected
from brain activity. Just as the speed of
movement between molecules of water cause
its liquid, solid or gaseous state, so the

physicality of neurons firing in the brain
causes the mental state known as the human
mind. In order to understand this connection
a richer conception of causal relations is
necessary. It is feasible for an effect to be of a
higher level than its cause. It is not any less
conceivable that neuronic movement in the
brain should cause awareness than that particle movement should cause liquidity.
Searle does, however, warn against too
quick an embrace of biological explanations
of human behavior. Although he sees the
physical as the cause of the mental, he refuses
to accept dismissal of the mental aspect of

humanness.
He asked, "Why has the mindbody problem been such a problem? What is more
metaphysically puzzling about the brain than
about the stomach?" It is within these very
mental processes, which so many philosophy
ical and scientific theories do not take into
account, that the wonderment lies. Searle
asserted that no explanation of human behavior could be complete without realizing
and accepting the existence of consciousness,
intentionality, subjectivity and mental causation. They are undeniable parts of the
human brain The belief that the brain can be
reproduced artificially either denies or
dismisses these defining components of what
that brain is. Computers simulate nothing
more than formal features, trackable steps.
They leave out the causal biological characteristics.
Here Searle paused. He had accomplished
what he simplisticly announced he would at
the beginning of the lecture. As he promised,
he had "refuted the theory of strong artificial
intelligence in about ten minutes, and sketched
the mindbody problem in the next 50."

Kilbourne Claims Advertising Degrades Images of Women
By Holly Brent
Tuesday, March 21, a presentation
Killing Me Softly, a videotaped lecture by Jean Kilbourne was shown at Gund
Commons to a crowd of about 100 people.
Kilbourne's lecture pointed out the frightening control that advertising has over our
lives. It affects not only our perceptions of
what we deem to be ideal, but also how we
On

of Slill

view

ourselves

and treat or judge other

peop-

le. Whether we know it or not, our behavior
in dealing with
others and ourselves is partly
a direct result of the "brainwashing" we
receive from being inundated by the images
of advertising.
lf
Kilbourne pointed out that a
of the life of the average American is
year-and-a-ha-

just watching television commercials.
commercials present ideals of beauty
that no woman could ever possibly reach no
matter how much time, energy, or money she
puts into it. More than that, Kilbourne explained that advertisements teach us which
"allies, images, concepts of sexuality,
and
romantic notions are desirable or even social-- y
acceptable. They create a "mythological
world" in which everyone looks and feels
Perfect, and if they don't, all they have to do
pop a pill or buy a product and their lives
are instantly problem free. According to
Kilbourne, television commercials display a
world where 80
of all women are under 40,
everyone is heterosexual,
no one is disabled
physically or mentally,
and families come
quipped with both father and mother, a
situation which describes in reality only 12
f American
families.
Perhaps one of the most dangerous problems with
the bombardment of images of an
'deal is that is
raises everyone's expectations
f what
beauty is. As the cosmetic industry
spent

These

15

over 100 billion dollars a year,
American women are obviously attempting
to live up to these expectations. Krlbourne
showed a picture of a face of a beautiful
model with perfect features, skin, and smile.
The ad perpetuated the idea of the appeal of
absolute flawlessness. Kilbourne pointed out
that as the public sees and wishes to emnulate
the perfection of the model's appearance,
they do not see the air brushing and touch
ups that the picture must go through before it
is put to print. In reality, a face without any
wrinkles or scars simply does not exist. However, the standards put out by advertising
show that the "model" look is the only standard of beauty or any worth.
According to Kilbourne, advertising sends
a message to all wo.men that they are not
good enough the way they are. Thus, they
must transform the way they look by purchasing products or going on a diet or exercise program to turn themselves into the
ideal. The inside of the woman is not expressed or valued at all, and the image sent into
the minds of women is that only the beautiful
"perfect" women find happiness, job success,
raise perfect kids, and find the right man.
Even though people are able to look at
television and magazine ads and know in
'
reality that no one can live up to that rigid of
a standard, according to Kilbourne the ads
make an unconscious, accumulative impact
on men and women. The affects of the
messages are in some instances quite harrowing; For example, Kilbourne displayed one
magazine ad which showed a beautiful white
woman with a face of a beautiful black
woman peeking out from behind her. The
underlying message here is that blacks shou'.d
try to be as white as possible, connoting that
they are not ideal unless they look "white."
As the media is turning human beings into
grosses

.

a thing that is not good enough unless it is
fixed and molded into perfection, Kilbourne
viewed this as a first move towards an acceptance of violence. As television and magazine
"humans" lose their personal, special
characteristics and thus their humanity, they
are reduced to becoming objects of desire.
Pictures in magazines now show parts of
bodies and not whole people. The notion of
"person" is reduced to the idea of "body"
which becomes a thing, object, or simple
package. This dismembering of female body
parts in ads creates a climate where women
as whole persons, but as the
are
sum of all their parts.
As the ads trivialize women into simple
bodies, women become representations of
sex. Kilbourne points out that they are
almost always portrayed in ads as passive,
powerless, and vulnerable. Yet they are also
always beautiful and ready and willing for
sex. In a Hennessey ad the video showed the
representation of the 80s successful working
not-viewe-

d

woman wore a very low cut blouse for her
"business" dinner with her colleague. The
message: women who want to succeed must
be pleasing at all times and without a doubt,
sexually attractive.
As women in the media are always young,
and polished,
thin, beautiful, madle-up- ,

Kilbourne noted that women who deviate
from this are viewed by society with disgust.
In advertising and the media today, there is a
particular disgust for fat. Television and
magazines are full of slender, perfect bodied
women who appear to be living happy,
wonderful lives. As a result, one out of five'
college women in America have an eating disorder. The diet craze is reaching out into
younger and younger age groups, as
of all fourth
Kilbourne pointed out that 80
grade girls are on diets.

This constant battle to attain the perfect
look pits women in competition against each
other. The ad campaign for Pantene hair
products, which depicts a gorgeous woman
saying to all female magazine readers, "Don't
hate me because I'm Beautiful" exemplifies
this fact. The beautiful, perfect woman
always gets whatever she wants, leaving real
women to struggle to look and be exactly like
her!
As Kilbourne noted, perhaps the saddest
part about the whole idea of the perfect
woman in the media is that this ideal, which
women across the country are compelled by
the media and society's standards to become,
is not only just a sexual "thing," but a thing
for sale. Kilbourne showed an ad which had a
woman sitting with her legs spread apart
across several pairs of skis. The woman in
this ad is simply a decoration or representation of sex. Women are never seen as individuals; they are sexual beings that need
their passions to be controlled by any means
possible including violence. One ad that
Kilbourne pointed out expressed the notion
that women have an innately evil nature. The
ad for perfume shows a woman dressed and
made up exotically, holding the perfume and
claiming that, "Poison is my potion." The ad
hints that women have a nature about them
that needs to be put in line.
Not only are the ads in the media
degrading and harmful to the image of
women, but they also break up the fundamental human qualities that all humans
share. These qualities become labeled
feminine and male, with women compelled to
focus on love, empathy, and family, and men
being compelled to focus on work, power,
and strength. The ideal, "feminine" woman
must be passive and vulnerable to meet the
see DEGRADATION page eight
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KFS Begins Spring Season with Cher Film Festival
Directed by Norman
Starring Cher and Nicolas Cage.
minutes. MPAA Rating: PG.

Moonstruck.
Jewison.
1987. 102

Winner of three Academy Awards,
Moonstruck is a delightful blend of comedy
and romance. The excellent characterizations
of the script are duly filled with a strong cast.
The main character, Loretta Castorini
widow who
(Cher), is an Italian, middle-age- d
lives at home with her parents. She has
resigned herself to a marriage of convenience
but
to Johnny Cammareri, a wishy-wash- y
respectable business man who is an incurable
mama's boy. While making arrangements for
Loretta locates
the upcoming wedding,
Johnny's younger brother in order to invite
him to the wedding and herein lies the first of
many complications in the plot. Struck in
part by their own passion and in part by the
magic of the full moon, Loretta and Johnny's
brother Ronny (Cage) become involved while
Johnny is in Italy with his dying mother.
--

In addition to this affair, Loretta's father,
d
plumber has taken a
a swindling
mistress. Loretta's mother Rose (Olympia
Dukakis) spends most of the movie in search
of an answer to her question "Why do men
chase women?"
high-price-

A delightful addition to all of this is Loretta's grandfather who also lives in the house
along with his five dogs. Although he has
very few lines in English, his commentary on
the whole situation comes through loud and
clelar. Although by the end of the movie,
things have turned around so that he is left
quite befuddled, the wisdom of his years

Tennis

Silkwood
Silkwood. Directed by Mike Nichols. Starring Meryl Streep, Kurt Russell and Cher.
1983. 128 minutes. MPAA Rating: R.
docudrama detailing the
growing activism of Karen Gay Silkwood
(Streep), who became increasingly concerned
with the safety standards at her workplace,
Cimarron plutonium plant
outside of Oklahoma City. Although Silkwood shies away from taking a definitive
stand on who was responsible for the institutional negligence at
and ultimately, for Karen Silkwood's death the film
is clearly slanted toward the positions of
labor and the environmental-protectio- n
movement.
Silkwood

Kerr-McGee-

is a

's

Kerr-McG-

ee

The character that Meryl Streep creates is
extremely bright, yet
brash,
somewhat irresponsible. In the opening
scene, Karen, her lover Drew (Russell), and
their housemate Dolly (Cher) punch in
high-strun-

g,

Kerr-McG-

ee

Witches of Eastwick

ee

The Witches of Eastwick. Directed b,
George Miller. Based on the book by
Starring Jack Nicholson, Cher
Susan Sarandon, and Michelle Pfeiffer
1987. 122 minutes. Rated R.

be.

Johj-Updike-

At home, Karen is involved with coworker
Drew Stephens; they share a farmhouse with
its owner Dolly Pelliker, a lesbian who carries
an unrequited live for Karen. Karen herself is
a very positive and animated person.

Not long into the movie, however, Karen is
surprised to learn that her workroom at the
plant has been shut down because of contamination. Rumor blames the radioactive
leak on Karen.. Soon after, a friend of
Silkwood's is exposed to radiation. This experience is the turning point in the narrative.
She is finally thinking about the implications
of nuclear power. It is not long before Karen
herself is contaminated and suffers the pain
and humiliation of a scrubdown. This reinforces her commitment to uncover the
d
hazards at
numerous
Kerr-McGe- e.

work-relate-

becomes actively involved
with the union and goes to Washington to
meet with party leaders. She agrees to spy on
Karen

her employer and thus puts herself into double jeopardy.
If the mystery involving Karen Silkwood's
and her tragic
attempt to expose
death is not to be settled by this film, such a
resolution was not the filmmaker's intent. Instead, it merely presents the questions and
implications of nuclear power to a mass auKerr-McG-

ee

dience.
film for eighteen
Silkwood was a top-te- n
weeks and had five Academy Award nomina- Continued from page seven
for its lowest
total in history, a 381.
Day two saw Alcorn make a serious bid for
the tournament win. He had five birdies on

t

'i

t

Emory.
At first singles for the Lords is Senior captain, Bob Zabel, who holds a match record of
Despite dropping two close matches to
nationally ranked players, he gained
vengeance by teaming with freshman Bill
Jones. The doubles combination of Zabel-Jone- s
sparked to win over Emory's Number
one doubles team which is currently ranked
fourteenth in the nation.
Alto turning in solid performances at second singles is junior Adam Wadsworth with
a
slate. Wadsworth's loss to Emory's second singles came hard as he turned up on
the short end of a marathon match. Wads-wort- h
admitted, "Yes, it's a little disappointing to lose after coming so close in a
three set match."
The men look to raise their record to 2 as
they challenge conference rival John Carroll
at Kenyon on Wednesday March 29, and
road-tri- p
to Cincinnati for weekend matches
with Xavier and Cincinnati.

the round, but putting problems on the front
killed him. Twenty putts on the side did little
to lower his score, even though a torrid 32 on
the back gave him a 69 for the round. This
also marks the lowest score in recent memory
by a Kenyon golfer. Doyle had a
71 as a freshman, but Alcorn is the first to
break 70.
"It wasn't a tough course," noted the
modest Alcorn. "I had problems with the
greens, but it's easy when you have a flip
wedge into every green."
The team improved its total from the first
day by five strokes, totaling 376 as Art dropped a stroke to 75, Hinrichs duplicated his
76, Collyer had a 78, and sophomore Simon

r

I

--

one-und-

4
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Swimming
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Public Square

Mt. Vernon.
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sculpts female figurines with, as one

reviewer

tactflly described, "distinctive anatomici
enlargements"; Jane, barren and portrayed
by Susan Sarandon as almost repressed,
and conducts the grammar school band
and Michelle Pfeiffer is Sukie, who has fi:
or six children (it's hard to tell exactly ho
many) to support on her salary as a journalk
for the local paper. And one stormy nigh;
the three friends wish for a man to liven u:
their boring lives. Enter Daryl Van Horn:
(and liters!
(Nicholson), a
"horny little devil," and let the fun begin!
Seduction and the supernatural,
flamboyance, add up to a grea:
movie, with limited gore, which far surpass
any typical slasher movie. Stephanie Klek
Fri. 10:00Sun. 2:00
play-cell-

self-describ-

ed

pin-Nicholson- 's

co-capta-

Dressage

lessons available
month. Call

i

eighth. The Lords, ranked

numbe:

eighteen, did defeat Wooster, which is rant
ed nineteenth.
"It seems like everything is falling in th:
right place," said Doyle. "We're looking for
ward to two tourneys at Wooster and
hopefully, we can continue to finish in th;

top echelon."
This should be the case. That is, if they
the temptations of Pizza Palace ar;
Shoney's.

id

a-avo-

i

Creech placed in the 400 I.M. (5th), 1650
free (5th), and 500 free (13th). lSenior
Jeff Perkins took 8th in the 200 I.M.
and 14th in the 200 butterfly. Scott Peters
swam to a fifteenth place tie in the 200

Horses boarding full board, large indoor arena and spacious stalls -- daily
turn-ou- t
with individualized care.
A

Yoo finished with a 79.
"A little better play around the green ar.;
we finish third, easy," said Collyer. "But ;
are still gunning for OWU and Wittenburg.'
i
Those two schools finished one-twMarietta, Wittenburg twelve up on the Lord;
and Ohio Wesleyan about twenty ahead
OWU was ranked fifth in the nation and W-

Continued from page six
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Creech, Perkins, Peters and Schmidt completed their outstanding careers at Kenyon
e
this year. Creech is a
individual title. Perkins is an
and won
while Peters has won 4
relay title.
honors and
Schmidt has won 26
honors,
more than any other swimmer in Kenyon
nahistory. The relay specialist was a
tional champion, winning titles in 12 relay
events and-- individual event.
10-tim-

All-Americ- an

1

8-ti-

me

All-Americ-

an,

1

All-Americ- an

All-Americ- an

13-ti-

OH.

ied

. . . with 16 of 18 swimmers scoring,
noted senior Tom Creech.

397-787-

-

single-but-previously-marr-

ittenburg

er

breaststroke.

RESUMES

The Witches of Eastwick is not a movie fa
Updike fans who are expecting to see ht
novel transferred onto the big screen. The
screenplay and the finished film only remotely resemble his novel, which had too man;
complex emotions and motives for a movie.
Nevertheless, whether or not you have read
the book, The Witches of Eastwick c
wonderfully fun to watch. We begin wii
women
three
Cher is Alexandra, artistearthmother, whit

years

8--

LAMINATING

.

o

.

-

2

I.D.

8:00Sun.

Sat.

one-da- y

4--

3--

Kerr-McG-

Golf

Continued from page six

feels his Ladies have a big opportunity to
take the win.
For the Lords, the competition has been a
bit stiffer. Still managing to boast a 2
record, the Lords have suffered their losses
to Division I power Akron, and Division III

2--

tions.

and bound off to
together at
their various jobs at different parts of the
power plant. Indeed, from the outset, the
film makes it abundantly clear that no one at
understands how potentially
dangerous these working conditions might

o

Moonstruck

leads him to make observations that can only
leave you laughing at the pure irony of life.
If you think this sounds like a sappy
melodrama with all the affairs and heart
breaks, think again. This feisty Italian family
adds such a twist of humor that not a scene
goes by without adding grins, chuckles and
all out belly laughs. At the end of this movie
you'll walk away with a new understanding of
how ridiculous love and relationships can be,
in a great mood, and with a song that just
won't leave your mind. Why? . . . "That's
Amore!" Jenni Bodey
Fri. 8:00Sat. 10:00

1

me

Give a hoot.

Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A.
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Slonczewski Discusses Gender Roles in
By Tamar Gargle

dominal pregnancy and can be chemically
promoted to produce milk. Women are also
physically capable of doing many of the
things men are associated with. "Today
women athletes break the records of men of a
generation ago
maybe men and women
ought to be proud about being of gender instead of androgynes," commented the
author. She also noted that, most importantly, the roles created by society for men and
for women are much different. Her task as a
writer was to determine how to deal with
societal norms of gender issues, and to decide
whether the differing roles are right or
wrong.
Slonczewski explained that her primary
focus on gender in A Door Into Ocean was to
write about the individual characters with a
secondary resistance to stereotypical
malefemale roles. "In reality we see women
scientists and male care givers. We see this
less often in literature," she stated. Slonczewski created her major characters with this

are the differences between
men and women? How should these differences be addressed by people of the
modern world in literature and in real life?
During Common Hour on March 23, biology Professor and Science Fiction author
Joan Slonczewski explained her struggle with
these questions. The talk, titled "Persons of
Gender in A Door Into Ocean," was the
first in a series of lectures being presented for
Women's Month.
Slonczewski based her discussion on her
experiences and problems portraying gender
issues in her novel A Door Into Ocean. The
title of her lecture stemmed from her observations of how other minority groups are
categorized. "If African Americans are people of color, then women are certainly people
of gender," she said. As far as making
distinctions biologically, Slonczewski likes to
Physiologically
equate males and females.
she explains men can now give birth from ab
What exactly

Kar

...

Kare for Klutzes Hits Kenyon
Women's Month calendar at Kenyon.
Cozad entered the auto repair field
gradually. After getting her hands dirty in
college, she continued to do her own work
and began repairing friends' cars when she
was unemployed. Finally, she says, "I decided if I was going to be doing this three days a
week, I might as well do it full time." So she
opened a garage, but one with a twist: all the
mechanics are women.
Having repairs made by women makes a
difference to her customers, says Cozad.
"Our initial appeal was to women who were
tired of getting ripped off because they
didn't know anything about cars. Word of
her alternative garage has spread, however,
and after four expansions the garage now
serves almost as many men as women.

Chris Cozad says she became

involved in
mechanics "in
"I had an old car in college and no money,"
she explains. Faced with the choice of going
without transportation or learning how to
repair her vehicle herself, she took the first
step toward a career fixing automobiles.
For the last six years, Cozad has been the
owner of Alternative Auto Care, a garage in
Columbus specializing
in car care for
automotive illiterates. She will visit Kenyon
College on Thursday, March 30, to present
the lecture, "Kar Kare for Klutzes," at 12:00
in Olin. The lecture will be a primer on caring
for automobiles, offering instruction in basic
procedures such as changing the oil.
auto

self-defens-

e."

experience, Cozad will also
conduct a workshop on Saturday, April 1, at
10:00 a.m. in Kenyon's
maintenance building. Registration for the workshop will take
place at the lecture. Both the lecture and the
workshop, which are free, are part of the
For hands-o-

n

Cozad thinks she understands why they
seek her out. "There are a lot of men who
don't know a thing about cars," she explains.
"I find a lot of them would rather tell me they
don't know a thing than another man."

THE WEATHERVANE
HOURS: 11:005:30

MONDAY-SATURD-

AY

theory in mind.
The centra character of

Modern Times

Door Into
Ocean is Spinel, a Valan boy from the fictional planet Valadon. He is recruited by
Sharer women (a female society) and is taken
away on an adventure. Slonczewski equates
Spinel with the typical female adventurers
like Pollyanna, experiencing a new place,
rather than male adventurers like pirates. She
calls Spinel her "male heroine."
Merwen is a Sharer woman who comes to
Valadon to recruit Spinel. She, as the leading
female character, is a moral teacher who
Slonczewski compares to Socrates, Christ
and Gandhi. Merwen is distant and sometimes cold to her disciples as a male role
model typically might be portrayed.
When publishing the novel, Slonczewski
was faced with many problems concerning
the gender issues involved. Since the book
focuses on unconventional views of power
she was forced to consider the reactions that
might arise from her fiction. The Sharer's all
A

female society is structured so that power is
shared equally. The Valans have a hierarchical system of authority. When the Sharers
overcome the Valans by using
Slonczewski
was challenging traditional
judgments of female power, by drawing from
the ideas of Gandhi. Slonczewski explained,
"The Sharers are all female to make use of a
literary stereotype of the female case of extreme vulnerability. It was a dramatic vehicle
to create contrast. One must show that
women have power from other sources. Physical power is not the ultimate determinant."
In the final drafts the author was faced
with several editorial problems where she
debated on the inferences that would be
made about the gender composition of her
characters. She was encouraged to change the
ending of the story as a result. Slonczewski,
however, is most concerned with the theoretical issues of her novel and her characters,
and how their sometimes reversed sexual
roles will be accepted by the public.
non-violenc-

e,

Subscribe to the Collegian.
Have Kenyon's own weekly newspaper delivered to your
home. 25 issues for only $22.00. Send checks to:
The Kenyon Collegian

Kenyon College
Gambier, OH 43022

Final Performance of Concert Season
The final concert in the 1988-8- 9
"Early
Music at the Ballroom" series will feature the
Gambier Baroque Ensemble playing the
works of Telemann, C.P.E. Bach, and
Handel. The concert will take place Saturday,
April 1, at 8:00 p.m. in the ballroom of the
Knox County Memorial Building in Mount
Vernon.
The program will include two works by
Telemann, a sonata for soprano recorder and
continuo and the "Paris" Quartet in B minor
for flute, violin, viola de gamba, and con- -

tinuo; C.P.E. Bach's early trio Sonata in G
major for flute, violin, and continuo; and
four arias from Handel's opera Rinaldo, arranged for recorders and continuo.
The Gambier Baroque Ensemble consists
of James Bailey on flute and recorder, Lois
Brehm on harpsichord, Adrienne Rubenstein
on violin, Janet Slack on bass viol, and Kenneth L. Taylor on recorder and bass viol.
The concert is sponsored by the Kenyon
College Department of Music and is open to
the public without charge.

SCOTT LANE
427-363-
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Lords and Ladies Swimming Triumphs at Nationals, Agair
By Jeni Kern

"It feels good to win" commented Kenyon
Swimming Coach Jim Steen. And win they
did. This year Steen became the
swim coach in the country with 16 NCAA
titles, 10 with the men and 6 with the women.
The Ladies became the only college or university in the eight year women's history to
have won six consecutive national titles in
any sport or in any division. The even more
astonishing fact is that the Ladies had no
close competition from any other team at the
National Championships, which were hosted
by Notre Dame. Their toughest competition
was from The University of California at San
Diego, who scored 298.5 points, compared to
the Ladies' smuthering 631 points. This point
spread is by far the largest the Kenyon Ladies
have ever achieved. In addition, the Ladies
won ten of the twenty events, including all
five relays, and fourteen swimmers earned
top-rank-

fifth-thre-

e

ed

honors.

All-Americ- an

the 200 I.M. (2:09.53) and was involved in
four winning relays.
Freshman Carrie Nealon exhibited her
stamina and endurance by winning the 1650
freestyle as well as participating on the victorious 800 freestyle relay.
"Carrie had a wonderful meet", said Steen.
"She never competed in the 1650 freestyle in a
championship meet and didn't even train for
it."
Nealon also placed second in the 500
freestyle (4:58.5) and set varsity and
freshman records in both the 500 and 1650
free.
Also scoring in the 1650 free were Missi
Nelson (4th), Chris Jacob (8th), Tobey Cron-ne- ll
(14th), and Stephanie Perrett (15th). In
the 500 free, Jacob (7th) and Perrett (15th)
again scored for the Ladies.
Kenyon clearly dominated the 200 Individual Medley with Matthews (1st), Stacy
(2nd), and Nelson (3rdX and Gury (5th).
Erin finneran swam to
Senior
third and fourth place finishes in the 100 (59.)
and 200 backstrokes (2:08.6), respectively.
Sophomore Molly Roll placed third in the
200 breaststroke with the time of 2:27.1.
A key part of the National team this year
was the freshman class. "The freshman as a
group, Tobey Cornnell, Traci Hockman,
Carrie Nealon, L.J. Robinson, Kristy Stacy,
co-capta-

Largely contributing to its collosal score
victories.
were Kenyon's five individual
Senior Jeannine Gury was a dual event wind
breaststroke, the
ner in the 100- - and
latter of which she has won in each of the
four years of college competition. Junior
Missi Nelson won the 400 I.M. (4:31.2) and
sophomore Kami Mathews was the victor in
200-yar-

in

3- -4

5--

1,

6-- 4,

3,

10-- 0.

In the first game on Friday, senior Kevin
Martin, coming off a complete game shutout
in his last start, held OWU to just four hits
and one run through the first four innings
before surrendering four runs in the last three
innings. In the second game, 'senior
Rich Martin went 2 for 2 with two
doubles, two walks and two runs scored.
Senior Matt Rosenberger pitched five strong
innings, striking out three and allowing only
four earned runs, but was plagued by errors
in the field.
On Saturday, Senior Dave Adams pitched
a complete game striking out four and allowing only three earned runs, all in the first inn
ing. Seniors Tim Keller and Carter Sharaf
Co-capta-

in

provided the offense combining for four hits
and three R.B.I.'s, including Sharafs clutch
two run double in the sixth.
Despite last weekend's losses, the Lords
still have an excellent chance of reaching their
goal set at the beginning of the year, a winning season. If they can accomplish this goal,
it will be a first for the Kenyon baseball program in over twenty years.
The Lords are lead this year by
Rich Martin and Tim Keller, who
are leading the team with .424 and .316 batCo-captai-

ns

ting averages respectively. But what really
distinguishes (his year's team from past teams
is

Steen.

Cronnell placed 11th in the 400 I.M. and
14th in the 1650 free. Traci Hockman took
fifth in the 50 free, fifth in the 100 butterfly,
and ninth in the 100 free, as well as participating on three victorious relay teams.
Freshman L.J. Robinson was fifteenth in the
50 free (25.5) and on a winning relay. Kristie
Stacy racked up the points by taking second
in the 200 I.M. and the 200 butterfly, and
fourth in the 100 butterfly. Stacy in addition
partook in three national championship
relays.
Establishing varsity and freshman records,
Ann Kelley scored third on the
(355.05).
(415.10) and ninth on the
Kelley was the Ladies' first diving

pitching.

Kenyon has four solid starters in Keller, K.
Marltin, Rosenberger and Adams. Each pitcher has shown the ability to pitch complete
games and dominate opposing team's hitters.
Freshmen Jeff Pfriem and John Steel can
provide relief help, and possibly fill in for an
injured starter. Kenyon has not had such
pitching depth in years.

backstroke, he took second in the 100 fret
(46.1), and tied for third in the 50 free
(21.11). In addition, he was on three winning
relay teams. Howell, participating on three
winning relays and taking first in the 50 free
(20.35), also placed third in the 100 free
(46.1) and fifth in the 100 backstroke (53.2),
Kenyon freshmen again proved their
strength by setting two varsity and two
freshman records. Freshman John Landreit
set freshman and varsity marks with his
second-plac- e
finish in the 200 I.M. (1:53.0).
Landreth also tied for sixth in the 100 butterfly and placed fifteenth in the 200 butterfly.

3-m-

eter

1-m-

eter

All-Americ-

an.

"The benefit of our really young team,
with a majority of freshmen, was that they
didn't have any expectations except for what
we told them", commented Nelson.
Seniors Erin Finneran, Jeannine Gury, and
Christine Jacobs completed their spectacular
swimming careers for Kenyon at Nationals.
d
Finneran ends her career as the
swimmer in the nation, across all three divisions, with 21 national titles, 7 individual and
16 relay. Gury is ranked sixth with 15 national titles, while Jacob won 4 titles. In
honors, Finneran has earned 26,
Gury, 17, and Jacob, 18.
The Lords also made NCAA history by
winning their tenth consecutive national title,
as no other college or university in any division or sport has ever won ten straight national titles. Kenyon tallied 630.5 points, the
most Kenyon has ever scored at nationals.
The University of California at San Diego
took second with 486 points and
was third with 219 points.
"It was a tough meet and the guys rose to
the challenge. There was a lot of pressure on
them, but they wanted the title and went after
third-ranke-

All-Americ- an

Spring Trip Yields Three Wins
spring
After completing a successful
trip, the Kenyon Lords baseball team dropped its first four home games last weekend
10-and
against Ohio Wesleyan,

and Ann Kelley, were outstanding", says

Claremont-Mudd-Scrip-

ps

it", said Steen.

The Lords won seven of the twenty events,
including 4 of the 5 relays, and had 16 swimmers earn 60
honors. The individual champions were senior Alan
Schmidt in the 100 backstroke, junior Jon
Howell in the 50 freestyle, and freshman
Shawn Kelley in the 200 butterfly.
Schmidt was Kenyon's leading scorer with
91 points. Along with his victory in the
All-Americ- an

Freshman Shawn Kelly set the remaining
two records in the 200 butterfly with his victorious time of 1:51.3. In addition Kelly placed third in the 400 I.M. and fourteenth in the
200 I.M.
"The inexorable team support at National;
helped fuel the latent inner desire of each individual swimmer," commented the erudite
Kelly.
Other freshmen to score were Patrick
Kearney in the 200 free (7th), 50 free (12th),rr
as well as participating on two winning relaj
teams. Karl Slatoff placed seventh in the t.
freestyle with the time of 21.4.
"This men's team has a lot of integrity,'
said Steen. "It is a fitting group of swimmen
to win number 10."
The mighty junior class swimmers
Llerandi, Wenz, Glatzer, Magpwan, Michae
and Schinabeck all were high scorers forth:
Lords. Llerandi took third in the 20
breaststroke, sixth in the 400 I.M. and 11th :
the 500 free. Dave Wenz, besides pa:
ticipating on three winning relays, also place:
third in the 500 free, fourth in the 100 free
and fourth in the 200 free. Aaron Claizr
scored in the 200 butterfly (3rd), 100 butter;
ly (13th), and 500 free (15th). Magowan too
ninth in the 400 I.M., 16th in the 200 I.M
and tied for 15th in the 200 breaststroke.
o

champ;:
Scott Michael was a triple-rela- y
fifth:
free,
in
50
the
as well as placing third
the 100 free, and 13th in the 200 free. Final:
Tom Schinabeck was third in the 100 butter
ly and participated on one winning rela
Sophomore Eric Chambers scored in the J
backstroke (6th) and 100 backstroke (U.
"At Nationals this year there were me
f;
people swimming fast than in the past
see

SWIMMING
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Tennis Continues its Winning Ways
By Stacey Seesholtz

that "Bear shows a lot of potential."
While running her record to 0 overi
Bear takes time to reflect on the team,
have been working well as a unit, and
our strong desire to win and continue
closeness, we can take the top spot at
7--

.

'

-

i
I
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Both the men's and women's tennis teams
have been looking tough on the courts as they
have once again proven themselves to be the
elite of the NCAC. As head Coach Scott
Theilke commented, "We have to look
beyond our conference schedule to keep up
our intensity level for the end of the season."
The Ladies turned in an outstanding week
of performances as they crushed conference
Case Western Reserve
foes, Wooster
The "leading
and Ohio Wesleyan

7

(8-1- ),

(8-1- ).

(8-0- ),

lady" at first singles, senior, Julie Kipka, is
currently playing steady with a cumulative
Kipka is ranked at number
record of
thirteen in division III singles. Thielke says,
"She is playing the best tennis of her career,
which has given the team a different look
compared to last year."
Another outstanding contributor to the
is freshman
power of the Kenyon line-u- p
Stacy Bear who is currently undefeated at the
fourth singles position. Thielke comments
4--

-

Senior

right-hand-

er

-

Dave Adams hurles a pilch against his Ohio Wesleyan oppoent.

3.

;;

N-tional-

.

s."

Also demonstrating her talent has b
senior, Grace Gardner, who has comr;
an admirable undefeated record, record;:
six wins. Thielke praises Gardner's imprc
ed play, "Grace used to be content to f
play on the baseline, but over the past cou
of vears she has developed her volley sort
she is a threat in the power game, as well r
from the baseline."
Although these individual efforts are
ceptional, it is most noteworthy that r
Ladies have yet to lose a match as a tea'
record will be on the line
This perfect
Saturday as Kenyon challenges Ohio Su
The "battle of Ohio" in which the winner
claim rights to the best program in the stf
t
Theilke counts on a tough competition,
8--

see

TENNIS

0
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Lacrosse Lords Follow the Winding Road to Victory
By Chris Munster

Tied
midway through the final quarter,
Ginsburg took the ball up the field, and kept
going . . . His
goal put the
Lords ahead, but the Lords remained tied
down to the wire, when Martin got the
At this point, having kept up a temporary "no comment," he had one thing to
say, "My comment:
"It was a matter of us stopping them once
in the fourth quarter, we did the job," said
Alpaugh junior. "We have tons of guys who
do a great job."
They also had tons of guys with specials'
from Za's Chop Shop. The vast array of
crew-cutsides "shaved and, well, Andy
Meehan's cut gave the Lords something to do
while not playing.
7--

the Lords travelled the winding road
through Ohio, into West Viginia, and
finally into the destination of Virginia and
North Carolina, tour guide Andy Stearns
told the group to "just follow the Kokosing."
While he followed the flowing river, the
rest of the Lords followed the lead of the
attack that rained goals on the opponents. Meanwhile, the opposition had to
go deep into the well, and still came up empty.
First stop on the Southern tour (the Lords
a
trip) was Lynchburg,
first
Virginia. They debuted at Lynchburg College, a team of considerable ability.
Their version of southern hospitality was
letting the Lords clear the ball at will,
and turning it over in their own end. The
2
ground ball edge, with
final reflected a
Chris Jelliffe gathering in seven ground balls.
The miserable conditions lead Jimmy
Johnson (2 goals) to remark, "It was a good
team effort under poor conditions." After
lead 4:17 into the
spotting Lyunchburg a
opening quarter, Kenyon went ahead and
maintained its lead with a four goal spurt
with Johnston scoring twice and Terry Martin collecting three assists.
"There was a lot of team spirit on the
sidelines . . . there was a lot of mud on the
sidelines; it was muddy team spirits," said
As

coast-to-coa-

down

all-seni-

3-0-

or

r

:

-

1

I

1- -0

Senior Terry Martin prepares to make his move during the Lords victory over Radford.
midfield play led Scott Vincent to say, "They
"We put the weather out of our minds,"
were frazzled" midway through the third
said Martin after defrosting. "We had

quarter.
If miserable describes the Lynchburg conditions, then how do you describe playing a
lacrosse game with snow on the ground and a
wind-chi- ll
of, say, perhaps zero degrees
against Pfeiffer? Big Ten football anyone?

Stearns.
Martin's first goal

of the year, 3:50 into the
lifted the team spirits, and
ended the competitive phase of the contest.
Pat Madden noted that "Martin's goal took
the wind out of them." Both Madden and
Jeff Alpaugh made themselves feel right at
home, both adding three goals and an assist.
The defense, lead by Chris Alpaugh in
goal, didn't make home sweet for Lynchburg. "Defense was solid
the zone was
excellent.
It was too slippery for
fourth quarter

...

man-toman- ,"

Pete Sanborn. Lynchburg's poor

Brown
first-ye- ar

took over

6--

1

let-terwinn-

ers

graduate, including the starting
lineup. That team completed the 1987-8- 8
season in fifth place in the NCAC with a
record of
Another hurdle thrown in
Brown's way was the absence of recruits. The
previous coach left before players could be
recruited, and. by the time Brown arrived, it
5--

was

Kenyon rode two three-gospurts (one
taking place over 2: 3 and the other in :54) in
the first quarter to cruise (how about glide?)
to a 13-- 1 win. In that quarter, all the
registered a tally, along with Rich
al

1

--

at-tack-

men

Ginsburg and John Lombardi.

7.

season. Both records were first set in

1985-8-

6.

"When I arrived the situation looked
desolate," says Brown. "But the team went
through a confidence transformation. They
always had the ability, but we had to find the
right combination. These young men were
relentless in their efforts. It was frustrating
watching the close games, but we hung
together and made it through."
The Lords specialized in close games. Ten
of Kenyon's 18 losses were by 10 points or
less, while 6 were by less than 5 points. The
conclusion of Kenyon's season was as successful as the beginning of the year was
frustrating. The Lords closed out the year by
winning 6 of its last 10 games and 5 of 7
NCAC contests.

too late.

these were obstacles that Brown and
Ms
players overcame. The team had a rough
start, losing its first 6 games. Kenyon's first
win was a 65-decision over Hiram College
on December
13. Another dry spell, which included 5 more losses, awaited the Lords.
That streak
8
victory
was broken by a
over Oberlin College,
the Lords' first NCAC
But

49

59-5-

win.

After 3 more losses,
put

the team jelled and

together a
win streak that climaxed with
a 5 victory at Allegheny College,
hich was
ranked eighth in the country.
When the
season concluded, Kenyon had
Posted an
overall record and a 6
NcAC mark for fourth place. That tied 2
College
records -f- or the best finish in the
NCAC and
for the most conference wins in a
4-ga-

me

78-7-

8--

18

6--

"This is a special award because it happened at Kenyon," says Brown. "I've been in
situations where I have had more talent and
more personnel, but I've never been involved
with players who worked so hard and who
gave me everything they had. It is also special
because it's fun to coach at Kenyon. The
s
at Kenyon have their
priorities in the right place. I'd like to thank
the administration for giving me the opportunity to coach these players."
"I hope this is just a foundation," Brown
continues, "that this award will help build the
program by bringing in
players that will bring the College the athletic
recognition it deservbes."
student-athlete-

All-Confere-

everything in proper perspective in the first
half." Before the Lords took to the ice,
Stearns declared, "I was up for playing some
lax." Saying that, he should be up for evaluation; it was cold. "We didn't play down to
their level," said Jamie Koratsis, who has
become an emotional leader. "I was psyched;
I know what this team can do."
The Lords switched up defenses a couple
of times against Guilford, a "something
closer to a power in division III," as described by Coach Heiser. When they made up
n
in the end.
their minds, it was
"Going man late, that helped us out," said
man-to-ma-

Sanborn.

Named Top Hoops Coach

Head Coach Bill Brown
the helm of the Kenyon College
basketball team, the prognosis for the team's
success was not good. But after a fourth-plac- e
finish in the North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAQ with a 6 record, Brown
was named the NCAC Coach of the Year.
The team that Brown inherited had only
letterwinner returning, and he was not even a
starter. The Lords' 1987-8- 8
squad hadlO
When

."

-5

58-3-

said

d.

s,

(70)
1-

st

go-ahea-

Virginia-Carolin-

1

7

nce

Thanks to the Sports Information Office.)

Jelliffe added, "switching helped us wins."
When they made up their minds, Ginsburg,
Martin, and (Chris) Alpaugh brought about
some good things.

At any given time, you could have seen
Mr. T, Animal from the Road Warriors,
Scott Walters, a Hari Krishna, J.R. Reid,
and Robert Redford on the field for the
Lords. Their real identities go like this:
Jelliffe, Johnston, Nolin, Rupright, Wallace,
and Stearns. Lombardi looked like Lombardi, and the motivation for all this? "The
ugliness of Meehan's head," said Stearns,
who hasn't seen a picture of Redford lately.
The Lords retreated North with a 0
record, and gaining confidence. When Radford said the Lords didn't have a chance, that
more than got Kenyon's attention.
3--

Did they mean didn't have a chance at
"scoring ten goals by half? They were right,
the Lords led 1 at half. Here are the
0
numbers:
in ground balls (Alpaugh
with 18, Martin with 12),
2
on the clears,
.45 shots to 13 for Radford, 11 penalties for
9--

88-4-

22-3-

Radford,

3

for the

in-cont-

rol

Lords.

Following Mark Steam's three-goouting
against the Columbus Club (Happy Birthday,
honestly!), the Lords were in control. The
clear is under control (68), Alpaugh's save
percentage is even better than last year's
(67), and the Lords winning percentage is a
little better than that.
al

.

Golfers Stroke to Strong Start in N.C.
-

By Russell Brightman

A new coach, combined with a strong
sophomore class and an extended schedule
has finally thrust Kenyon into the national
golf limelight. The Lords finished fourth last
weekend at the Marietta Invitational as
sophomore Matt Alcorn missed the individual medal by one stroke.
Over spring vacation, the Lords headed to
Fayetteville, North Carolina for five days of
golf, four of which involved matches. This
marks the first time a Kenyon golf team has
trip. It is no
had an organized
coincidence that this is Larry Kindbom's first
year as head coach. Kindbom, who dfoubles
as the football coach, set up three matches
with Methodist College, which offers golf
management as a major.
Kenyon managed two wins out of three
over Methodist, ranked fourth in
polls for Division III. Although Methodist
did not play all of its top players, the wins are
big for Kenyon's program.
"We needed something like this to test us,"
said Alcorn. "It was a great beginning to the
season."
Kenyon also demolished Swarthmore twice
in dual matches. Other highlights included
Alcorn's 76 on day two, sophomore Alex
Hinrich's 78 on the same day, and a week
pre-seas-

on

pre-seas-

on

ending intersquad match at Duke's course, a
7,200 yard monster.
There, four golfers broke 80. Alcorn
finished with two birdies on the last two holes
to card a 78, while yet another sophomore,
Andrew Art, led the team with a 77, in-

cluding

three

birdies.

Junior Russell

Brightman had a round at Duke with four
birdies.
"It was really a fun trip," said senior Steve
Mischler, "but I kept on getting nightmares.
We went to Pizza Palace so often and played
scrabble so much, 1 could have booted
and spelled it at the'same time!"
"I could have sworn Shoney's was actually
the mess hall in Fort Bragg," added senior
John Doyle. "Only military bases have buffets like that."
Last weekend, at a much shorter course,
the team played well, but finished just short
of its goal.
"We said going into the tournament we
wanted to finish in the top three," said Kindbom. "We finished fourth, but it was only by

pep-pero- ni

one stroke."
On the first day at the par 70 course,
Alcorn lit up the back side for a 33 and had a
4
for a 74 total, and
72. Art finished
Hinrich's had a 76. Doyle carded a 77 and
junior Mike Collyer had a 82, tying Kenyon
see GOLF page four
40-3-
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PAGE EIGHT

Homeless
Continued from page one
bol of the students' concerns.
"We want to show people how easy it can
be to raise a local community's awareness of
a problem," Barr says, they hope to collect

clothes, soap, razors, towels, toothbrushes
and toothpaste for the emergency shelters.
Barr says the hope is that the week will not
only aid the homeless but also serve as an example of "public action to find one problem and do something about it."

violence against women alluded to in television and magazines creates a general
callousness towards images of men being in
violent control. As women are being viewed
as mere "things", their value diminishes. The

more callous society gets, the more
dangerous are the consequences. The video
showed how a recent layout in Vogue included pictures of a very young girl dressed in
sexy clothing adorned with much makeup.'
Society wasn't satisfied with seeing women
being constantly degraded into being sexual
beings: now the media is moving on to

degrading children.

G.E.C.
Continued from page one

the Director of Student Activities. Hayes
notes that the G.E.C. is an ideal place to offer a course examining the "complexities of
relationships at Kenyon" (G.E.C. Handbook) because it provides a medium for the
group to reach people who they might not be
able to reach through other modes of communication, such as conferences with house
managers, R.A.'s and fraternity

Ponder
Continued from page one
and films, she has published widely in that
field. Among her recent publications is What
I know about Writing Spenser Novels, written with detective novelist Robert B. Parker,
in the book Colloquium on Crime.
'Ponder succeeds Maryanne C. Ward,
associate professor of Russian and comparative literature at Kenyon, who has served
as academic dean for the past three years.
-

Degradation
Continued from page three
right standard. In several magazine ads
Kilbourne notes that a powerless woman is
depicted waiting the arrival of a dark,

mysterious, romantic hero. The caption of
one ad read, "Let the romance begin." The
woman here is weak and fragile: the male is
linked to strength and assertiveness.
These images contribute to what Kilbourne
called a "rape culture." This means that the

Kilbourne claimed that the images don't
cause the problem of violence in society. Yet,
she insisted that they do create a certain atmosphere in which the public becomes desensitized to the degradation and violence that
the media promotes, allowing it to permeate
into society's ways of thinking and its
behavior. Slasher movies, music videos and
dirty jokes also make us all more accepting,
and in some cases, proponents of, violence
towards women. Kilbourne sighted an example of what is supposed to be "sexy" in a
layout in a popular fashion magazine; the
legs of a woman (not a whole woman) are
shown lying on a bathroom floor. A broken
mirror is setting next to the legs, with a reflection of a man yi the mirror. The ad hints at
rape, abuse, the notion of the powerless
female and the idea of the willingness and
readiness of the female for sex. Legs were used in the picture so that it could be a
representation of all women. The ad was to
sell shoes.
As Debra Seltzer and Lloyd Lemmerman,
the people who presented the video, pointed
out at the end of the presentation, what is at
stake for women is the ability to freely choose
their own way to personally live. They claim
that the rape culture that the media promotes
"transmits, embodies and magnifies" the
idea of violence against women in popular
culture. Our culture allows for the presence
of rape to continue in beliefs and attitudes.
In the video, Kilbourne pointed out that our
culture permitted a judge to dismiss someone
accused of committing rape on the grounds
rape victim appeared
that the five year-ol- d
"unusually promiscuous." As our society

becomes more and more callous to the
violence and degradation we see and internalize, we are more apt to commit violent
acts ourselves. Kilbourne reported that one
out of every three households in America is
plagued by violence. The only way to end this
trend is to question these elements of our
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Northwestern University Summer Session '89
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